
seaexplorer
Defining supply chain excellence –
Your personal navigator for sea freight

Sea Logistics



The intelligent planning platform  
for your sea logistics supply chain

seaexplorer 

Your benefits with seaexplorer
■  Make fast decisions based on facts and comprehensive real-time information
■  Be informed about incidents that may affect supply chains including weather, vessel and 
     port alerts
■  Optimise your shipments for speed, reliability or eco-friendliness
■  Measure and reduce the environmental impact of your transport

Compare and evaluate —
Find the best sea freight option
■  Compare planned transit times against 
     realistic transit times based on historic 
     shipment data
■  Take advantage of routing details 
     including live vessel positions, schedule   
     reliability data and FCL and LCL sailing  
   schedules
■  Find specific CO2 emissions and ratings 
   per routing

Sophisticated comparative data allows you to instantly choose the right sea freight 
options for your shipments. Seaexplorer is an intelligent platform that offers full 
control over the global routing options across carriers in one single tool.

All liner service information  
at your fingertips —  
Find out more about our 
high-performance logistics  
platform

→ seaexplorer.com

New features
 

 ■ Sea logistics news in SeaNews portal
 ■ Analytics of congestion and vessel  

waiting time at major ports worldwide
 ■ Vessel tracker with complete schedules 

including past and future port calls
 ■ E-mail notifications of routing updates

Shift transport to
more sustainability
The complete decarbonisation of the logistics
industry will take another 10 to 15 years.  
Until new climate-neutral fuels or propulsion  
systems are introduced on a larger scale, 
we enable you to choose the most sustainable  
transport option. Seaexplorer provides 
emission data for every port-to-port option.

seaexplorer - powered 
by Kuehne+Nagel‘s
data driven insights

Seaexplorer combines reliable,
up-to-date schedule and  
routing information with the 
longstanding sea logistics  
expertise of Kuehne+Nagel.  
Advanced pathfinding  
algorithms and real-time vessel 
tracking data through AIS  
(Automatic Identification  
System), as well as market and
operational data, enable you
to choose the right sea logistics 
options for your shipments.
Calculation methodologies 
are verified by third parties, 
in line with accepted standards.

Time-consuming data sourcing is a thing of the past.
Seaexplorer enables data-driven in-depth service
and routing insights in one single application.

Want to learn more
about how we deal
with complex
logistical matters?

→ home.kuehne-nagel.com

https://seaexplorer.com/
https://home.kuehne-nagel.com/
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About us
 

Kuehne+Nagel is the number one in global sea logistics. 
Over 12,000 experts worldwide ensure customers can 
access reliable sea transport on all major trading routes 
and 150,000 port connections. Our  focus is on shipping 
full container loads (FCL) and less than container loads 
(LCL), perishable and fresh cargo shipments as well 
as project logistics. We offer a flexible and reliable 
service with more than 17,400 weekly departures and 
a multitude of connections in an independent network 
spanning multiple shipping companies. Innovative digital 
information solutions, such as seaexplorer, ensure full 
visibility and customised supply chains, whatever the size 
of the company.

Learn more about our services at → kuehne-nagel.com

https://home.kuehne-nagel.com/

